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Introduction

“DevisionX" is coming from using “Deep” learning in “X” of machine “Vision” solutions in
“X” fields of industries.
DevisionX builds total solutions integrated with industry 4.0 revolution. DevisionX supports enterprises to apply machine vision and deep learning technologies to automate
some processes such as quality inspection, gauging processes and so, reducing Time,
Production wastes, production Expenses, human errors.

Mission

Our mission is to enable enterprises to apply machine vision and deep learning technologies by building total solutions that can be integrated to their production processes for
better competitive advantages to the global market, expertise and support.

Vision

Our vision is to be one of the contributors for AI and Industry 4.0 development through
our expertise and passion in machine vision and deep learning technologies.

So u r c e : G E
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TECHNOLOGIES
DevisionX builds its’ solutions based on
Machine Vision and Deep learning technologies.

1. Machine Vision Technology:
According to VDMA Organization, In Germany and Europe, The machine vision in industry
sales records more than doubled in the years 2005 – 2015. Applying Machine Vision leads
to improved quality, greater reliability, increased safety and cost-effectiveness.

H OW

DO M ACH INE VISION SYSTEMS WORK ?

Image
Capturing

Processing

Action

STEP 1 : Image Capturing

The system can automatically capture images through one /multiple instance, ultraviolet
or infrared cameras during the production process.
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STEP 2 : Processing

Analyzing the captured image by using customized algorithms.

Verify

The system can extract, verify and
identify some information about the
object such as gauging, counting,
classification, segmentation and sorting based on the standard applied by
the client or the industry.

Classification

Counting

Image
Capturing
& Analysing

Inspection

Identifying

Gauging

STEP 3: Action

The system takes an action based on the analyzing step.
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2. Deep Learning Technology:
Today, AI and machine learning are already automating and improving many everyday
tasks, like mobile search or the organization of your family photos. AI is also helping a new
breed of companies disrupt industries from medical research to agriculture. Computers
can’t yet replace humans, but they can do a great job handling the mundane clutter of our
lives.
Deep Learning technologies is used by Google in its voice and image recognition
algorithms, by Netflix and Amazon to decide what you want to watch or buy next.
Deep learning is exceptionally useful for training on very large and often unstructured
historical datasets of inputs and outputs. Then, given a new input, predicting the most
likely output.
It can be applied across almost every function inside a business.

Sour c e: For bes

H OW

D O E S I T WORK ?

Pictures present a great example of how this works, because they contain a lot of different
elements.
Deep Learning can be applied to any form of data – machine signals, audio, video, speech,
written words – to produce conclusions that seem as if they have been arrived at by
humans – very, very fast ones.

So u r c e : G u m G u m
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Solutions
DevisionX Solutions

Machine Vision Solutions

Data Management Solutions

v v2 v3 ve

Devision

Devision

Devision

Devision

Devision

v

D2

Devision

D

[ Reporting system ]

v2

Devision

[ Defect Detection
& Classification ]

Devision

Devision

Devision

[ Defect Detection ]

Devision

D

D2

[ Reporting
& Planning system ]

v3

[ Verification & Identification
Segmentation ]

Devision

ve

[ Embedded vision solution ]
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| Machine Vision Solutions:
DevisionX solutions come in four editions to meet your exact needs.

Devision

v

Machine Vision Solutions

Devision

[ Verification,
Identification &
Segmentation ]

[ Defect Detection ]

Devision

v3

v2

Devision

[ Defect Detection
& Classification ]

v

Devision

v2

Devision

v3

Devision

ve

ve

[ Embedded vision
solution]

Devision

Machine vision systems with modules Devision-V, V², V³can be applied as:
- A part of the manufacturing process integrated with the production line.
- A part of the QC phase of manufacturing.
System Components and Requirements: [ for modules Devision-V, V², V³ ]
Hardware:
- Camera (line scan, area scan, infrared camera, hyperspectral camera)
according to the application with its accessories (lens, cables, power supply).
-

Lighting system (LED, Florescent, infrared…etc.).
Processing unit (Computer or embedded computer) according to the application.
Electronic circuit to attach information from the machine if it’s needed.
Touch screen or PC Panel.

Software:
-

Analysis system based on deep learning.
Database.
Graphical user interface (GUI).
Search managerial and reporting system (Optional).

System Requirements:
- Working on Windows or Linux 64 bit.

- USB Interface.

- Java runtime installed.

- Images format: jpg, jpeg, png, bmp.

- Python SDK installed.

- Support 1-4 channel.

- Minimum processor i5 and 4 GB RAM.

- Internet connectivity for (cloud service).
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System Features [ for modules Devision-V, V2, V3 ]

v

Devision

v2

Devision

The system detects the defects

The system detects the defects

The system detects the defects

cameras.

cameras.

cameras.

Devision

images through one /multiple

images through one /multiple

v3

images through one /multiple

System gives alarm for defects.

Understand and Classify the

Verification: the system can

Calculating number of defects.

applied by the client or the

dataset.

Record all the data mentioned
above in the database.

Generating Control signal to

take an action such as stopping
the machine.

System supports Arabic and
English languages.

System can learn by itself or can
be trained manually.

System training process can be
on cloud service or onsite.

DevisionX Systems can work on

defects based on standards that
industry. With ability of deter-

mining the place of the defect.

Identifications: the system can

Record all the data mentioned

information about the object

above in the database.

System gives alarm for classified defects.

Extracting real time quality
reports.

System supports Arabic and
English languages.

System can learn by itself or can
be trained manually.

different types and brands of

System training process can be

Industries:

DevisionX Systems can work on

cameras.

Textile, Metals,
Plastic, Automotive,
Printing, food processing.

verify the object based on the

on cloud service or onsite.

different types and brands of
cameras.

Industries:

Textile, Metals,
Plastic, Automotive,
Printing, food processing.

identify some details and

such as gauging based on the

standard applied by the client or
the industry.

Segmentation: sorting objects or
elements based on the dataset.
Record all the data in the

database and extracting real
time quality reports.

Generating Control signal to
take an action based on the

dataset of any stage of verification, identification, segmentation.

System supports Arabic and
English languages.

System can learn by itself or can
be trained manually.

System training process can be
on cloud service or onsite.

DevisionX Systems can work on
different types and brands of
cameras.

Industries:

Textile, Metals,
Plastic, Automotive,
Printing, packaging,
pharmaceutical
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Devision

v

ve

[Solution]

It is an embedded system solution that use vision sensors as data input
tool. It is integrated with the machine in the production process for doing
some tasks such as measurement and control.

e

Devision

System Features:
- Detecting errors or collecting data or both of them.
- Systems can take an action when detecting errors such as give alarm or
stop the machine.
- Extracting real time data and store it in database with ability to search on the
database, collect and build reports based on many parameters such as dates,
machine, …etc.
- DevisionX embedded vision system is connected easily to the central server where
the database is stored.
- The system can be integrated with DevisionX inspection systems in the quality
department.
- Detecting defects early will decrease cost, time of discovering it late, With ability
to improve your production performance.

System Components and Requirements:
It is customized according to the application.

Industries:
Te x t i l e , M etal s , Pl a s tic, Au to motive, P r inting,
food p r o ces s in g , p ack ag in g , pharmac eutic al.
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| Data Management Solutions:

Low accuracy is one of the disadvantages of manual quality inspection system and human
base quality inspection system. Beside the time wasted in human analyzing and reports
extraction.
DevisionX builds a solution for the industrial enterprises to automate some tasks in the
quality inspection department that help in reducing Time, production Expenses, human
errors.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

The detection, classification stages are done by human inspector.The human inspectors
enter the data of detection and classification to DevisionX software that can be integrated
with the current production process.
DevisionX software makes analysis for the data based on the standard applied by the
client or the industry. Then making grading for the product (class A, class B, ..etc) and generating custom reports.
DevisionX quality reporting system is a part of the manual QC phase of manufacturing
whatever it is in the production line or a separated phase.
DevisionX Quality Reporting system comes in Two editions:

Data Management Solutions

D

Devision

System Components:

Devision

System Requirements:
Windows or Linux operating system installed.

Hardware:

- Computer or PC Panel.

- Connections with the measurement
tools in the machine.

Java runtime installed.
Network connectivity.
Minimum Intel processor Core 2 Duo & 4 GB RAM.

Software:

- Graphical User Interface GUI.
- Data collecting system.

- Managerial search system
and reports.

DevisionX
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USB interface.
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Central server availability.
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System Features [ for modules Devision D, D2 ]

D

D2

Devision

Devision

Analyzing the data –of detection,
classifications …etc. - that is entered by
the human inspectors.

Analyzing the data –of detection,
classifications …etc. - that is entered by
the human inspectors.

Making grading for the product and
generating custom reports based on the
standard applied by the client or the
industry.

Making grading for the product and
generating custom reports based on the
standard applied by the client or the
industry.

System supports unlimited number of
users with ability to customize and
control in specific users access to the
system. Such as the inspector access
and the manager access.

DevisionX system is connected easily to
the central server where the database is
stored.

System can be integrated with any
phase of production process and
support with customized required data.
Example: one of DevisionX reporting
systems - that is applied to one of our
customers in textile field – is supporting
packaging phase with label report to be
printed for each customer textile roll.
DevisionX system is connected easily to
the central server where the database is
stored.
The system can be upgraded to any
module of DevisionX inspection
systems.

Industries:

Textile, Metals,
Plastic, Automotive, Printing,
Food processing, Packaging,
Pharmaceutical.

System can be integrated with any
phase of production process and
support with customized required data.
Example: one of DevisionX reporting
systems - that is applied to one of our
customers in textile field – is supporting
packaging phase with label report to be
printed for each customer textile roll.
Ability to search on the database,
collect and build reports based on many
parameters such as dates, machine,
defects, users, batches ..etc.
Remotely Control to the systems
through the internal network.
System supports unlimited number of
users with ability to customize and
control in specific users access to the
system. Such as the inspector access
and the manager access.
The system can be upgraded to any
module of DevisionX inspection
systems.

Industries:

Textile, Metals,
Plastic, Automotive, Printing,
Food processing, Packaging,
Pharmaceutical.
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Markets
The explosion in connected devices and platforms, combined with the abundance of data
from field devices and the rapidly changing technology landscape, has made it imperative
for companies to quickly adapt their products and services and move from the physical
world to a digital one.
Today, manufacturing is transforming from mass production to an industry characterized
by mass customization. Not only must the right products be delivered to the right person
for the right price, the process of how products are designed and delivered must be at a
new level of sophistication.
Process of how products are designed and delivered must be at a new level of sophistication.
Industry 4.0 enables machines to operate independently, or cooperate with humans in creating a customer-oriented production field and consistently works on maintaining itself.
The machine rather makes an independent entity that is able to collect data, analyze it,
and advise upon it.
Sour c es: { C lever i sm - Di gi t al i s t mag }

That’s why more than 19,000 companies are currently using deep learning to advance their
respective industries, solving what was once unsolvable. And there is a great growth in the
market intelligence firm worldwide. Deep learning is applied today in industries such as Textile, Automotive, Packaging, Printing, Pharmaceutical, Food and Beverage, Test and Measurement …etc.
DevisionX builds its smart solutions under Industry 4.0 umbrella to allow manufacturers to
have more flexible manufacturing processes that can better react to customer demands,
enabling manufacturers to communicate with computers rather than operate them.

Industrial Cases:

Here are some industrial cases that DevisionX can provide with a tested and validate economic solution, optimized to solve your task, and offering you a competitive advantage.

Textile

Packaging

Printing

Food and Beverage

S ou r c e s : { a u t o m a t i o n .com - v ision- sy ste m s.com }
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Textile Industry
Challenges in Textile industry:
- Manual inspection systems, data collection and reporting consume a lot of time in
process and human errors.
- Sometimes the industry clients are not satisfied enough or trust in the manual reports.
- The cost of defects will be very high if they can only be detected late.
- Using Machine vision only without deep learning in the inspection systems lets it works
only for some types of fabric and can’t work on types such as patterned and lace.
- Today the industrial enterprises are upgrading to (4 points system) to win
competitive advantages such as exporting.

Examples from DevisionX work on textile industry:
Here are some samples of Defects inspected by DevisionX solutions

DevisionX Solutions in Textile industry:
Machine Vision Solutions

v v2

ve

Devision

DevisionX

Data Management Solutions

Devision
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How DevisionX works and Results:
- DevisionX inspection systems detect the defects images through one /multiple cameras.
- Understand and Classify the defects based on standards applied by the client or the
industry. With ability of determining the place of the defect.
- Record all the data mentioned above on the database.
- Ability to search on the database, collect and build reports based on many
parameters such as dates, machine, defects, users, batches ..etc.
- System gives alarm for classified defects.
- Extracting real time quality reports that can be exported and used by any phase
of production.
- Deep learning in DevisionX inspection systems enables the system to learn by itself and
proceed based on the datasets. As much as the datasets increase, the accuracy increases.
- DevisionX solution can work on all types of fabric [Patterned, lace, plain, etc.].
- DevisionX systems support English and Arabic languages and can be customized to
other languages.

Integration:
Integrate with any phase of [Knitting, Weaving, dying, preparing] production phase or in the
quality department and support with required data for making a specific action.

Examples:
- Integrating with the machine to stop or making alarms when detecting defect.
- Integrating with packaging phase and supporting with customized label report to be
printed for each customer textile roll.
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Packaging Industry
Challenges in Packaging industry:

In Packaging industry, quality issues have a direct impact on the customer.
Imagine you buy a packaged food from the store and find its properly sealed or content
specification is not relevant or misprinting in dates, locations! It will build a bad impact to
the user toward the brand and its products.
Today, food industry heading in a direction where high standard packaging is very essential
for preserving the contents, availing right information, minimizing wastage and reducing
preservatives. Therefore packaging quality is critical in helping ensure the final product is
safe, well informed and secure for consumption.
Most common found quality issues in food packaging:
1.
2.
3.

Missing caps, lids or open containers.
Misapplied labels.

Incorrect labels or wrong information.

These problems can be resolved by
DevisionX solutions that use machine
vision technology & deep learning.
The system can not only understand ,but
identify some details or extracting data
related to the object and sorting objects
into segments.
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DevisionX Solutions in Packaging industry:
Machine Vision Solutions

ve

Devision

Data Management Solutions

v3

Devision

D2

Devision

How DevisionX works and Results:
- DevisionX inspection systems detect the defects (Missing caps, lids or open containers,
Misapplied labels, Incorrect labels or wrong information) through one /multiple cameras.
- Understand and Classify the defects based on standards applied by the client
or the industry.
- Verification: the system can verify the object based on the dataset.
- Identifications: the system can identify some details and information about the object
such as gauging based on the standard applied by the client or the industry.
- Segmentation: sorting objects or elements based on the dataset.
- Record all the data in the database and extracting real time quality reports.
- Generating Control signal to take an action based on the dataset of any stage of
verification, identification, segmentation such as giving alarm or stopping the machine.
- Ability to search on the database, collect and build reports based on many
parameters such as dates, machine, defects, users, ..etc.
- Extracting real time quality reports that can be exported and used by any
phase of production.
- Deep learning in DevisionX inspection systems enables the system to learn by itself and
proceed based on the datasets. As much as the datasets increase, the accuracy increases.
- DevisionX systems support English and Arabic languages and can be customized to
other languages.

Integration:

Integrate with any phase of production or in the quality department and support with
required data for making a specific action.
Examples:
- Integrating with the machine to stop or making alarms when detecting defect.
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Printing Industry
Challenges in Printing industry:

Printing Industry is rich of different items to be inspected. Inspected items can be words,
numbers, orientation, sizes, colors, dates, ….etc. Then verification for every item and sorting
them into segments based on the standard applied by the client.
Machine vision enables making inspection for printed items of many types of materials such
as plastic, paper, textile, metal, …etc.
DevisionX solutions - that use machine vision technology & deep learning can not only understand but identify some details or extracting data related to the object
and sorting objects into segments.

Compensation for these print quality conditions
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DevisionX Solutions in Printing industry:
Machine Vision Solutions

ve

Devision

v3

Devision

How DevisionX works and Results:
- DevisionX inspection systems detect the defects (wrong information of words, numbers,
Orientation, sizes, colors, dates, ….etc ).
- Understand and classify the defects based on standards applied by the client
or the industry.
- Verification: the system can verify the object based on the dataset.
- Identifications: the system can identify some details and information about the object
based on the standard applied by the client or the industry.
- Segmentation: sorting objects or elements based on the dataset.
- Record all the data in the database and extracting real time quality reports.
- Generating Control signal to take an action based on the dataset of any stage of
verification, identification, segmentation such as giving alarm or stopping the machine.
- Ability to search on the database, collect and build reports based on many
parameters such as dates, machines, defects, users, ..etc.
- Extracting real time quality reports that can be exported and used by any phase
of production.
- Deep learning in DevisionX inspection systems enables the system to learn by itself and
proceed based on the datasets. As much as the datasets increase, the accuracy increases.
- DevisionX systems support English and Arabic languages and can be customized to
other languages.

Integration:

Integrate with any phase of production or in the quality department and support with
required data for making a specific action.
Examples:
- Integrating with the machine to stop or making alarms when detecting defect.
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Food & Beverage Industry
Challenges in Food & Beverage industry:
We can divide inspection in food and beverage industry into two parts:
1. Packaging

DevisionX systems can solve the problems of packaging as mentioned in
Packaging industry.

2. Inspection for food components

DevisionX is working for inspecting the food components such as:
- Detect unwanted components in the product such as metals that can sometimes occur
during the preceding processes.
- Inspect the components of the food to verify is it organic or non-organic.
- Gauging based on the standard applied by the client or the industry.
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Dev is io n X co n t a c ts:

Address:

124 Othman Ibn Affan St, Unit 33,
Heliopolis, Cairo, Egypt

Email:

info@devisionx.com

Phone:

+2 0122 949 4207

Website:

DevisionX.com

Social Media Channels:

DevisionX
@DevisionX
Devisionxco
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